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Improving long-term kidney transplant outcomes requires novel treatment strategies, 
including delayed calcineurin inhibitor (CNI) substitution, tested using informative trial 
designs. An alternative approach to the usual superiority-based trial is a noninferior-
ity trial design that tests whether an investigational agent is not unacceptably worse 
than standard of care. An informative noninferiority design, with biopsy-proven acute 
rejection (BPAR) as the endpoint, requires determination of a prespecified, evidence-
based noninferiority margin for BPAR. No such information is available for delayed CNI 
substitution in kidney transplantation. Herein we analyzed data from recent kidney 
transplant trials of CNI withdrawal and “real world” CNI- based standard of care, con-
taining subjects with well-documented evidence of immune quiescence at 6 months 
posttransplant—ideal candidates for delayed CNI substitution. Our analysis indicates 
an evidence-based noninferiority margin of 13.8% for the United States Food and 
Drug Administration's composite definition of BPAR between 6 and 24 months post-
transplant. Sample size estimation determined that ~225 randomized subjects would 
be required to evaluate noninferiority for this primary clinical efficacy endpoint, and 
superiority for a renal function safety endpoint. Our findings provide the basis for 
future delayed CNI substitution noninferiority trials, thereby increasing the likelihood 
they will provide clinically implementable results and achieve regulatory approval.
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1  |  INTRODUC TION

The transplant community is captive to its success. While long-term 
outcomes following organ transplantation remain suboptimal,1 ex-
cellent short-term outcomes and the absence of validated surrogate 
endpoints effectively preclude the use of a superiority-based ran-
domized control trial (RCT) design to achieve regulatory approval 
of investigational agents.2–4 The last drugs approved by the United 
States Food and Drug Administration (FDA) based on RCTs demon-
strating superiority were cyclosporin (CSA) in 1983,5 using the 
clinical endpoint of patient and kidney graft survival; and sirolimus 
in 1999,6 using the FDA’s composite definition for biopsy-proven 
acute rejection (BPAR) (all BPAR events, whether or not clinically 
suspected, as well as death, graft loss, or lost to follow-up in those 
without BPAR).7

An alternative design strategy is a noninferiority (NI) RCT, which 
tests the hypothesis that an investigational agent is not unaccept-
ably worse than the standard of care (SOC) already in use (and could 
be equivalent or superior).8 Indeed, everolimus (2010), belatacept 
(2011), and extended-release tacrolimus (2015) were FDA approved 
on the basis of NI RCTs.9–11 Noninferiority designs directly compare 
an investigational agent to an active control arm (i.e., SOC), but do 
not include a placebo arm (generally unethical in transplantation); 
may be accomplished using short-term clinical outcomes (i.e., BPAR); 
and because the interest is one-sided (not unacceptably worse than 
active control), can generally be informative using a smaller sample 
size, all of which enhances feasibility.

A “successful” NI trial will show a predetermined, acceptably 
small difference between the investigational agent and the active 
control; however, it must assume the superiority of the active con-
trol arm (i.e., SOC) to a historical placebo control by a prespecified 
margin (M1).8 In other words, had the NI trial included a placebo, an 
active control to placebo difference of at least M1 would have been 
detected (Figure 1). Defining M1 is based on (a) historical evidence 
of sensitivity to SOC drug effects (i.e., consistently superior to pla-
cebo); (b) similarity of the new NI trial design being proposed to the 

historical trials, particularly with respect to event rates under SOC 
(i.e., constancy assumption); and (c) the quality of the new trial (i.e., 
removing elements that would minimize differences between treat-
ments).8 Failure to take these factors into consideration could lead 
to false conclusions—a trial could conclude that an investigational 
agent is noninferior to SOC when neither is superior to a placebo 
control (i.e., outcomes in the active control arm were worse than 
anticipated).

It is reasonable to consider a NI trial if the investigational agent 
offers a better side-effect profile, quality of life, improved medica-
tion dosing or adherence versus the SOC, or a reduced total cost of 
care.8 For example, the BPAR efficacy failure rate for belatacept was 
elevated compared to a CSA-based regimen, but remained within 
an FDA specified 20% NI margin for the FDA’s composite definition 
of BPAR (Figure 1).7,12,13 Together with the finding that the belata-
cept-based regimen resulted in significantly better renal function, 
avoided calcineurin inhibitor (CNI) toxicity, and allowed for a sim-
plified dosing schedule, meeting this NI endpoint led to regulatory 
approval of belatacept for the prophylaxis of BPAR.7,10

While the belatacept trials met the NI M1 endpoint, the results 
have not translated to clinical transplant practice; in real world co-
horts BPAR rates and severity are greater over the initial 6 months 
posttransplant in CNI-free belatacept-based regimens initiated at 
the time of transplantation.14–16 While alemtuzumab induction with 
belatacept can minimize the observed increase in BPAR,17 CNI-free 
belatacept-based immunosuppression initiated at transplantation 
is not a widely accepted treatment regimen. Still, the transplant 
community remains interested in posttransplant CNI substitution 
trials to evaluate novel agents,18,19 potentially through NI designs. 
Regulatory approval on the basis of a CNI substitution NI RCT re-
quires that an evidence informed NI margin for BPAR be established 
relative to today's SOC (i.e., tacrolimus-based therapy)7,8 and no 
such analysis has been reported. Even once-daily extended-release 
tacrolimus, approved for the conversion from twice-daily tacrolimus, 
required a de novo NI RCT to document noninferiority; a NI margin 
for the conversion NI RCT could not be justified to the FDA.11 Herein 

F I G U R E  1  Noninferiority margin for the FDA composite definition of BPAR in a CSA-based CNI-free RCT design. Blue circles and lines 
represent efficacy failure point estimates and 95% confidence intervals (CI). The red bracket represents the noninferiority margin (M1) 
derived from the FDA’s analysis of the historical CSA trial literature7,33
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we make use of data from recently reported delayed CNI withdrawal 
and real world SOC kidney transplant trials to derive a NI margin for 
the FDA’s composite definition of BPAR, in the context of a delayed 
CNI substitution RCT design.

2  |  METHODS

The study was conducted with University of Manitoba Institutional 
Review Board approval (H2020:115).

2.1  |  Selection of cohorts for analysis

2.1.1  |  Direct comparison of efficacy failure of 
active control versus placebo

To construct a BPAR NI margin two items are required: (a) the BPAR 
efficacy failure rate on active control (i.e., SOC) and (b) the BPAR 
efficacy failure rate on placebo. Although frequently not available 
in transplant trials for ethical reasons, the FDA guidance report on 
noninferiority trial design prefers that estimation of a NI margin be 
constructed with formal RCTs directly comparing active control to 
placebo.8 Therefore, a systematic review was conducted to identify 
RCTs that directly compared active control (i.e., SOC, tacrolimus 
[TAC]/mycophenolate mofetil [MMF]/steroid-based immunosup-
pression) versus placebo (i.e., MMF/steroid) in patients who were 
immune quiescent, as defined by a surveillance biopsy free of BPAR 
at the time of randomization (Data S1). By definition this required 
the systematic review to consider only CNI withdrawal RCTs to de-
rive a placebo arm after immune quiescence had been established.

2.1.2  |  Enhancing the accuracy of defining efficacy 
failure on active control

As the size of the RCTs directly comparing active control to placebo 
were small, to accurately set the BPAR efficacy failure rate for active 
control additional studies, without a placebo control, were included 
in the analysis. In this context, the FDA guidance recommends con-
sideration of the historical evidence of sensitivity to the drug effect 
of the active control, and ensuring similarity of the proposed non-
inferiority trial to the historical trials (i.e., constancy assumption).8 
Therefore, a literature search was conducted for RCTs where the 
study mirrored the design of the aforementioned TAC withdrawal 
RCTs and the proposed delayed CNI substitution NI trial (Data S1). 
Specifically, RCTs that had a TAC/MMF/steroid active control arm, 
included a surveillance biopsy at 6 months posttransplant, and at 
least an 18-month follow-up period. Identified RCTs, with access 
to patient level data (publicly available or through contact with 
the study authors), further restricted the analysis to adult kidney 
transplant recipients meeting key inclusion criteria of the proposed 

delayed CNI substitution NI trial: (a) BPAR-free up to and including 
a 6-month surveillance biopsy, (b) a 6-month estimated glomerular 
filtration rate (eGFR) >20 ml/min/1.73 m2, and (c) tacrolimus trough 
level target between 5 and 8 ng/ml beyond 6 months posttrans-
plant. Finally, given the limited number of such highly characterized 
active control arm RCTs, we further supplemented the analysis with 
available patient level data from a single-center consecutive real-
world cohort study meeting the aforementioned stringent inclusion 
criteria.

2.2  |  BPAR diagnosis and definition

BPAR was diagnosed by either a “for cause” or a “surveillance” bi-
opsy. BPAR was defined as (a) T cell–mediated rejection (TCMR) if 
histology met the Banff 1997 definition of Borderline rejection or 
higher (i.e., Banff lesion scores i ≥1 and t ≥1) or (b) antibody-medi-
ated rejection (ABMR) if it met the Banff 2013 criteria for ABMR, 
including C4d-negative ABMR.20,21

2.3  |  Efficacy failure definition

The primary clinical endpoint of the proposed CNI substitution non-
inferiority trial design is the BPAR efficacy failure rate between 6 
and 24 months posttransplant. BPAR efficacy failure utilizes the 
FDA composite definition of BPAR (i.e., all BPAR events, whether or 
not clinically suspected, as well as death, graft loss, or lost to follow-
up in those without BPAR).7

2.4  |  Noninferiority margin estimation

Efficacy failure rates and 95% confidence intervals were determined 
for active control (Tac/MMF/steroid) and placebo (MMF/steroid) by 
aggregating event rates from the previously reported studies using 
meta-analytic methods suggested by the FDA guidance document.8 
The DerSimonian and Laird method, as demonstrated by the FDA, 
implied separate analyses of the two placebo arms and then of the 
five active control arms of the studies. However, analysis of event 
counts also suggests the use of a binomial regression model, with 
the possibility of between-study heterogeneity (i.e., a quasi-binomial 
regression model accounting for overdispersion relative to the bi-
nomial model). These regression models allowed a natural combina-
tion of the data from both active and the placebo arms from the 
five studies. Results from all three methods are reported, and this 
study adopted the results generating the most conservative (small-
est) noninferiority margin as defined by the difference between the 
lower 95% confidence interval bound of the placebo control and 
the upper 95% confidence interval bound of the active control. This 
follows the FDA guidance document's approach to set a pre deter-
mined fixed noninferiority margin (M1).7,8
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3  |  RESULTS

3.1  |  Direct comparison of efficacy failure of active 
control versus placebo

There are only two RCTs directly comparing active control (Tac/
MMF/steroid, i.e., SOC) versus placebo (MMF/steroid, i.e., in the 
context of CNI withdrawal) in recipients with rigorously established 
histologic and serologic evidence of immune quiescence (i.e., BPAR 
negative and donor-specific antibody [DSA] negative) prior to CNI 
withdrawal.22,23 The Clinical Trials in Organ Transplant (CTOT)-09 
study enrolled immune quiescent recipients at 6 months posttrans-
plant and observed a BPAR rate of 42.9% (6/14) in the CNI with-
drawal arm (i.e., placebo, MMF/steroid) versus 0% (0/7) in the SOC 
arm (i.e., active control, TAC/MMF/steroid) (Table 1).22 None of the 
patients in the CTOT-09 RCT experienced death, graft loss, or were 
lost to follow-up during the 18-month follow-up period. The Nantes 
tacrolimus withdrawal RCT enrolled immune quiescent recipients 
late posttransplant (i.e., ≥4-years).23 Observed BPAR rates were 
60% (3/5) in the CNI withdrawal arm (i.e., placebo, MMF/steroid) 
versus 0% (0/5) in the SOC arm (i.e., active control, TAC/MMF/ster-
oid) (Table 1). None of the patients in the Nantes RCT experienced 
death, graft loss, or were lost to follow-up during the study. In both 
of these RCTs the data safety monitoring boards (DSMB) stopped 
the studies due to the high rates of alloimmune events in the CNI 
withdrawal arms.

3.2  |  Enhancing the accuracy in defining efficacy 
failure on active control

Two Canadian multicenter RCTs (FKC-008 and FKC-014) and the 
Manitoba Consecutive Real World Cohort Study met the prespeci-
fied inclusion criteria to accurately set the efficacy failure rate for 
the active control arm (Tac/MMF/steroid); that is access to patient 
level data, a surveillance biopsy at 6 months posttransplant and a 
minimum of 18 months of follow-up.24–26 In both the FKC-014 RCT 
and the Manitoba Consecutive Real World Cohort Study a DSA 

test result was also available 6 months posttransplant and individu-
als were included if the DSA was negative up to that point. In the 
FKC-008 RCT, a 6-month posttransplant DSA evaluation was not 
available. However, none of the FKC-008 individuals included in the 
current analysis had ABMR on the 6-month surveillance biopsy and 
none developed ABMR during follow-up including on a 24-month 
surveillance biopsy—the latter providing inferential evidence of ab-
sence of DSA at 6 months posttransplant.

In the FKC-008 RCT, 57% (119/210) of kidney transplant re-
cipients were considered immune quiescent at 6 months and 
they experienced a BPAR rate of 7.56% (9/119) between 6 and 
24 months posttransplant (Table 1). None of these patients expe-
rienced death or graft loss, and none were lost to follow-up during 
the study. In the FKC-014 RCT, 47% (102/217) of kidney transplant 
recipients were immune quiescent at 6 months and they experi-
enced a BPAR rate of 10.78% (11/102) between 6 and 24 months 
posttransplant (Table 1). None of these patients in the FKC-014 
RCT experienced death or graft loss, and only 1.96% (2/102), who 
were without BPAR during the study were lost to follow-up. In the 
Manitoba Consecutive Real World Cohort Study, 47% (152/322) of 
kidney transplant recipients were immune quiescent at 6 months; 
they experienced a BPAR rate of 5.26% (8/153); 1.32% (2/152) 
experienced death; 0.67% (1/152) experienced graft loss; and 
0.67% (1/152) were lost to follow-up without BPAR between 6 and 
24 months posttransplant (Table 1).

3.3  |  Noninferiority margin estimation

Three analytic approaches were used to evaluate aggregate efficacy 
failure point estimates and 95% confidence intervals (Table 2). The 
DerSimonian and Laird approach, the most conservative in this in-
stance when used for this purpose, identified an efficacy failure rate 
for the FDA composite definition for BPAR to be 8.6% (5.9, 11.4) for 
active control (Tac/MMF/steroids) versus 47.4% (25.2, 69.6) for pla-
cebo (MMF/steroids). This allows for the derivation of an evidenced-
informed fixed noninferiority margin (M1) for the FDA composite 
definition of BPAR of 13.8% (Table 2, Figure 2).

TA B L E  1  Efficacy failure rates on placebo versus tacrolimus-based therapy

Published study Immunosuppression
BPAR 
(B-TCMR+) Death Graft loss

Lost to 
follow-up

FDA efficacy 
failure

Active control versus placebo RCT

CTOT−09 22 MMF/Pred 42.9% (6/14) 0% (0/14) 0% (0/14) 0% (0/14) 42.9% (6/14)

Tac/MMF/Pred 0% (0/7) 0% (0/7) 0% (0/7) 0% (0/7) 0% (0/7)

Nantes 23 MMF/Pred 60.0% (3/5) 0% (0/5) 0% (0/5) 0% (0/5) 60.0% (3/5)

Tac/MMF/Pred 0% (0/5) 0% (0/5) 0% (0/5) 0% (0/5) 0% (0/5)

Active control RCT

FKC−008 24 Tac/MMF/Pred 7.56% (9/119) 0% (0/119) 0% (0/119) 0% (0/119) 7.56% (9/119)

FKC−014 25 Tac/MMF/Pred 10.78% (11/102) 0% (0/102) 0% (0/102) 1.96% (2/102) 12.75% (13/102)

Consecutive Real-World Cohort Study

Manitoba 26 Tac/MMF/Pred 5.26% (8/152) 1.32% (2/152) 0.67% (1/152) 0.67% (1/152) 7.89% (12/152)
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3.4  |  Clinical trial sample size estimations

To estimate the sample size required to conduct a delayed CNI sub-
stitution NI RCT between 6 and 24 months posttransplant the fol-
lowing parameters were set: noninferiority margin for a composite 
BPAR efficacy failure rate of 13.5%; power 80%; and alpha 0.025 
one-sided. Under the usual assumption of equality under the non-
inferiority alternative hypothesis, the composite BPAR efficacy 
failure rate was explored over a range of 6% to 12%. The calcu-
lations were performed with a 1:1 randomization (Table 3a) and 
a 2:1 randomization (Table 3b) to an investigational versus active 
control arm.27 Under these conditions a CNI substitution NI RCT 
between 6 and 24 months posttransplant would require up to 182 
total recipients in a 1:1 randomization and 206 total recipients in a 
2:1 randomization.

In both CNI-free and CNI substitution RCT study designs, one 
of the common endpoints evaluated is improvement in eGFR in 
the investigational arm versus the active control arm.12,13,15,28,29 A 
sample size of 200 total recipients in a 1:1 randomization and 225 
total recipients in a 2:1 randomization would be sufficient to yield 
80% power to detect a clinically relevant difference in eGFR of 8 ml/
min/1.73 m2, assuming a conservative standard deviation of 20, 
using a two-sided alpha of 0.05.

In the current analysis 47-57% of individuals receiving SOC 
therapy met the definition of immune quiescence on the basis of 

a surveillance biopsy ±DSA evaluation at 6 months posttransplant. 
Therefore, at least 500 transplant recipients on Tac/MMF/steroid 
would need to be screened (conservatively assuming only 45% 
[225/500] of those screened will qualify for enrollment into the RCT) 
to achieve the number required to evaluate both a primary outcome 
of noninferiority for BPAR efficacy failure and superiority for a key 
secondary safety outcome (i.e., renal function, eGFR).

4  |  DISCUSSION

The transplant community is actively calling for innovative trial 
designs, biomarkers/surrogate endpoints, and the development of 
research consortia to encourage biopharmaceutical companies to 
reinvest in drug development to address the unmet needs of trans-
plant recipients.3,4,30 To this end, the Paris Transplant Group and the 
Transplant Therapeutics Consortium (TTC) are actively developing 
and validating early (eg, 1- year) composite surrogate endpoints in 
kidney transplantation to allow for short-term accelerated drug ap-
proval.31,32 However, as mandated by the regulatory authorities, 
such a trial must be continued (e.g., 5+years) to demonstrate superi-
ority for a clinical endpoint (i.e., patient and graft survival) to achieve 

TA B L E  2  Point estimates, 95% confidence intervals, and noninferi-
ority (NI) margins for efficacy failure

Analysis 
method

Active control 
(Tac/MMF/
steroids)

Placebo (MMF/
steroids)

NI 
margin

DerSimonian 
& Laird

8.64%  
[5.85, 11.44]

47.44%  
[25.24, 69.63]

13.80%

Binomial 8.83%  
[6.38, 12.11]

47.37%  
[26.78, 68.89]

14.67%

Quasibinomial 8.83%  
[6.62, 11.69]

47.37%  
[28.81, 66.69]

17.12%

F I G U R E  2  Noninferiority margin for the FDA composite definition of BPAR in a delayed Tac-based CNI substitution RCT design. Blue 
circles and lines represent efficacy failure point estimates and 95% confidence intervals (CI). The red bracket represents the noninferiority 
margin (M1) derived from the study's analysis

TA B L E  3  Sample size estimates for a delayed CNI substitution 
noninferiority trial

NI margin =13.5% Composite BPAR efficacy failure

a

Randomized 1:1 6% 8% 10% 12%

Investigational agent 49 64 78 91

Active control arm 49 64 78 91

Power 80%, alpha =0.025 one-sided

b

Randomized 2:1 6% 8% 10% 12%

Investigational agent 73 95 117 137

Active control arm 37 48 59 69

Power 80%, alpha =0.025 one-sided
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full drug approval (Figure 3A). Our current analysis outlines a poten-
tial alternative path to full regulatory drug approval in a 2-year time 
frame (Figure 3B).

A BPAR noninferiority RCT has two clear advantages: (a) pro-
phylaxis of BPAR is recognized by the FDA as a primary clinical 
endpoint for the evaluation of efficacy using the composite BPAR 
definition; and (b) an evidenced-based NI margin in a well-de-
signed noninferiority RCT can serve as the basis for establishing 
drug effectiveness in an FDA biologics license application (BLA) or 
new drug application (NDA).8 In the current analysis the NI margin 
for the FDA composite definition of BPAR (13.8%, Figure 2) was 
justified in the context of a delayed CNI substitution RCT design 
initiated 6 months posttransplant with an 18-month follow-up 
period to 24 months posttransplant (Figure 3B). We derived this 
BPAR NI margin based on stringent selection criteria and patient 
level data. We included two CNI withdrawal RCTs that directly 
compared the current SOC active control (Tac/MMF/steroid) to 
placebo (MMF/steroid) and three SOC active control (Tac/MMF/
steroid) studies that all used similarly stringent inclusion criteria—a 
surveillance biopsy in all subjects, and a DSA assessment in >70% 
of subjects—to determine immune quiescence prior to the start of 
the follow-up period. This is a critical point; without such an as-
sessment one could be substituting an investigational agent when 
BPAR is already subclinically present, which could confound the 
intended comparison between the active control and the investi-
gational agent.

The FDA requires that a NI margin “should reflect uncertainties 
in the evidence on which the choice is based, and should be suitably 
conservative”.8,33 In this regard the aggregate point estimate and 95% 

confidence interval (CI) of the BPAR efficacy failure rate calculated 
for placebo (MMF/steroid) is derived from the withdrawal trial's pla-
cebo arms, which had a small number of predominantly low risk (i.e., 
living donor, Caucasian) transplant recipients.22 This likely led to a 
lower point estimate and a wider 95% CI than would be seen in a real 
world cohort (i.e., it is conservative). Similarly, the point estimate for 
the active control arm does not rely solely on the small numbers in 
the CNI withdrawal RCTs, but rather includes multicenter RCTs plus 
a consecutive real world cohort study. By including these latter three 
studies the observed BPAR rate in the active control arm is increased. 
Finally, the DerSimonian & Laird analytical approach, which the FDA 
has used for NI margin estimation,33 led to the widest confidence 
intervals resulting in the smallest NI margin (Table 2). Together, our 
approach for deriving a NI margin for the FDA composite definition 
of BPAR adheres to the FDA guidance to be “suitably conservative.”

Two design issues of the proposed delayed CNI substitution 
NI RCT deserve comment. Why not initiate enrolment earlier than 
6 months? Adams et al. reported a higher rate of BPAR when CNI 
withdrawal was initiated at 3 months as compared to after 6 months 
posttransplant.15 One could postulate that immune quiescence is 
more established by 6 months (i.e., further away from early post-
transplant inflammatory events, and at a time when donor antigen 
presenting cells are likely eliminated). Why a follow-up period of 
18 months rather than 1-year following substitution? In the Adams’ 
study a slow, rather than a rapid CNI taper (over 3-4 months rather 
than 1-2 months), was met with less efficacy failure.15 Hence, an 18-
month follow-up period allows for a slower CNI taper while main-
taining a minimum follow-up for 1-year off CNI prior to evaluation. 
Moreover, a key endpoint of a CNI substitution RCT is superiority in 

F I G U R E  3  Transplant trial designs with the potential to achieve full regulatory drug approval. (A) CNI-free RCT design using a 1-year 
composite surrogate endpoint and a 5+-year clinical endpoint (i.e., patient and graft survival); (B) delayed CNI substitution RCT design with 
the requirement for immune quiescence at 6 months posttransplant prior to randomization, and an 18-month follow-up period using a  
2-year posttransplant composite BPAR efficacy endpoint and a 2-year eGFR safety endpoint. R = randomized  

A

B
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eGFR in the investigational versus active control arm. In one delayed 
CNI substitution RCT it took an 18- month follow-up period to see a 
difference in eGFR between the investigational and TAC-based ac-
tive control arms.29 Thus the proposed 6- to 24-month delayed CNI 
substitution non-inferiority RCT design balances key considerations, 
while allowing a reasonable time to observe definitive outcomes.

While including Borderline TCMR (i.e., as defined by Banff 
1997)20 in the BPAR definition may be controversial, recent evi-
dence supports its inclusion. In the CNI withdrawal RCTs, Borderline 
TCMR was included in the DSMB’s decision to halt the trials—the 
DSMB conservatively considered Borderline TCMR after an immune 
quiescent biopsy to represent loss of control of the primary alloim-
mune response.22,23 Moreover, the appearance of Human Leukocyte 
Antigen (HLA) DR/DQ DSA, which associates with worse graft sur-
vival,26,34 frequently accompanied Borderline TCMR.22 Together 
with evidence that Borderline TCMR correlates with the degree of 
HLA DR/DQ molecular mismatch, is linked to subsequent Banff ≥IA 
TCMR and/or DSA development, and is associated with allograft 
loss,34,35 the aggregate evidence supports including Borderline 
TCMR in a conservative definition of BPAR.

When considering a noninferiority design, CNI-free RCTs initi-
ated at transplant may be perceived as preferable to a delayed CNI 
substitution RCT. The stringent enrolment criteria including the 
need for documenting immune quiescence (via a surveillance biopsy) 
are limiting (i.e., in our analysis only ~50% of the kidney transplant 
recipients met the inclusion criteria for the CNI substitution study), 
hence regulatory approval on the basis of a delayed CNI substitu-
tion RCT results in a restricted label indication. On the other hand, 
emerging noninvasive biomarkers may ultimately be able to detect 
eligible patients without a biopsy,22,36,37 and stratification based on 

risk enriches study populations so as to increase the likelihood of 
trial success.38 Moreover, a CNI-free NI RCT initiated at transplant 
does not ensure real world translation to equivalent efficacy when 
it does not also reflect the stringent inclusion criteria of the CNI-
free NI RCT,12–16 and delayed CNI substitution can be more effective 
than a CNI-free strategy initiated at transplant in retaining efficacy 
for BPAR prophylaxis.15,28,29 Thus, well-designed CNI substitution 
NI RCTs should not be dismissed by the transplant or biopharmaceu-
tical communities—regulatory approval of an agent, even for a sub-
stantial subset of kidney transplant recipients, is a superior outcome 
to no approval for all recipients. In fact, identification of responsive 
patient subsets is a specific goal of personalized medical care.

Interpreting the results of a NI trial requires careful consider-
ation even when it rules out a difference between the SOC and the 
investigational agent larger than M1, which is critical to support a 
conclusion of effectiveness.8,39 Indeed, a trial can demonstrate non-
inferiority, but the test drug can be found to be superior, equivalent, 
noninferior with loss of efficacy in comparison to the SOC, or even 
inferior in comparison to the SOC (Figure 4). This has led the FDA to 
develop in their guidance document the concept of a more conser-
vative NI margin M2 (e.g., M2 being 50% of M1), which is defined as 
“the largest clinically acceptable difference (degree of inferiority) of 
the test drug compared to the active control”—it is based on clinical 
judgement.8 Conversely, the FDA acknowledges that a larger M2 
(<M1) may be clinically justified, if the investigational agent “were 
shown to have some important advantage (e.g. safety or on a sec-
ondary endpoint).”8 For example, regulatory approval of belatacept 
was on the basis of the belatacept arms remaining within the 20% NI 
margin (M1) set by the FDA to conclude an effect over placebo.7,33 At 
the FDA advisory committee, the debate was whether belatacept's 

F I G U R E  4  Potential outcomes in a noninferiority trial depicting control drug – test drug differences. Blue circles and lines represent 
control minus test point estimates and 95% confidence intervals (CI). M1—the entire effect of the active control drug assumed to be present 
in the noninferiority trial. M2 —the largest clinically acceptable difference (degree of inferiority) of the test drug compared with the active 
control drug8
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loss of efficacy in BPAR prophylaxis as compared to SOC was clini-
cally acceptable. In the end the committee decided the benefits of 
belatacept balanced the loss of BPAR prophylaxis efficacy observed 
in the trials.

In the context of the current study, had there been larger pa-
tient numbers in the CNI withdrawal RCT placebo arms, the placebo 
confidence interval would have narrowed significantly, which in 
turn would have supported a larger M1 than was calculated in our 
analysis (Figure 2). As such the study's M1 of 13.8% for the FDA’s 
composite definition of BPAR is conservative. Whether or not one 
should design a delayed CNI substitution NI trial with an even more 
conservative BPAR NI margin (e.g., M2 of 7%) to require the test 
drug to retain a greater proportion of the SOC efficacy will need to 
be weighed against the increase in sample size it will demand versus 
the potential benefits of the test drug in comparison to the SOC.

4.1  |  Limitations

The size of the RCTs directly comparing active control versus pla-
cebo is limiting; however, as discussed this results in a conservative 
NI margin estimation. The number of RCTs available to accurately 
set BPAR efficacy failure of the active control arm are few; CNI-
based RCTs and CNI substitution RCTs generally do not include 
a surveillance biopsy to be able to rigorously document a state 
of immune quiescence.29,40–42 Where a CNI substitution RCT in-
cluded a pre-enrollment surveillance biopsy, it did so at 3 months 
posttransplant, and allowed early TCMR prior to enrolment (i.e., it 
does not mirror the proposed delayed CNI substitution RCT de-
sign).43 A single-arm prospective cohort study may be regarded 
as suboptimal for inclusion in a formal NI margin estimation, but 
this is not unique. The FDA used a single-arm study to establish 
the efficacy failure rate for placebo when establishing a NI margin 
for CSA.7,44 The limited availability of RCTs with patient level data 
that met the stringent inclusion criteria make the use of a single-
center consecutive cohort on SOC reasonable, and as it reflects a 
real-world recipient population it contributes to a conservative NI 
margin estimation.

5  |  CONCLUSION

The transplant community urgently requires viable short-term 
strategies for regulatory drug approval to address the unmet 
needs of kidney transplant recipients. Our analysis derives an 
evidence informed NI margin for the FDA composite definition of 
BPAR in the context of a delayed CNI substitution RCT between 6 
and 24 months posttransplant. Sample size estimation further de-
termined that a CNI substitution NI RCT is viable to evaluate both 
a primary clinical efficacy endpoint (FDA composite definition of 
BPAR) as well as superiority for a key FDA safety endpoint (renal 
function [eGFR]). This may enable a CNI substitution NI RCT that 

has the potential to rapidly lead to regulatory drug approval and 
positively impact patient care.
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